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Executive Summary 

 Delta County is among several counties in Colorado that has not seen much growth in 

comparison to many other counties in the state, specifically those along the I-25 corridor. As a 

result, Delta County is in need of innovation to foster growth. Our team researched Delta County 

and found the strongest sectors in the economy to be agribusiness, households, and regional 

center/national services. Among these sectors agribusiness stands out as the key to the county 

growing in years to come. Alongside agriculture, the wine industry provides a great niche for this 

sector to grow and flourish. The wine industry is not only in a prime location for quality products 

but also has opportunities for further exporting and expansion. In addition, the wine industry 

complements the plans Delta County already has in place for food manufacturing to take hold. 

Delta is working towards rebranding themselves in a way that showcases locally sourced 

products to pair with aspects such as tourism. With this in mind, the wine industry is at a perfect 

place to thrive and grow in the Delta community. Delta lacks one important thing however, 

access to broadband. Limited internet access at high speeds is keeping Delta from going in the 

direction they would like. Broadband implementation in Delta County is necessary not only for 

the wine industry but the county as a whole. With broadband in place, the wine industry will be 

fully equipped to thrive and allow Delta County to be able rebrand themselves and acquire new 

economic growth.   

I: Introduction 

 The Colorado legislature created Delta County on February 11, 1883. It was named Delta 

due to the main city of the area being located on the delta of the Uncompahgre River. This area is 

known for its resources and recreation just like much of Colorado. The pioneers of Delta County 

focused on agriculture, mining, water, and land management. The community has also attracted a 
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large number of retirees as residents and is forecasted to continue to grow older. As a result, 

Delta County has a large number of health/education services and households driving their 

economy. At the same time the county has experienced a decline in industries such as mining. 

Looking towards the future, the county as a whole is focused towards agribusiness as a driving 

sector to bring growth. The arrival of broadband internet in the future will have positive 

implications for economic growth. The county has little broadband coverage as the costs of 

running wire to a small population over a large territory is quite expensive. As a team, we 

explored the wine industry to see that as a potential niche market to grow the economy, a 

complement to the direction that Delta is already heading. The niche wine industry will also play 

to the strengths the community currently possesses. By implementing high speed broadband we 

believe the wine industry will prosper and provide growth to the county.   

II: Export Base: Current Drivers in Delta County 

 While Delta County was founded on agriculture, land management, and mining, the 

current atmosphere and main drivers of the economy are now taking a different course. 

Agriculture still remains at the forefront but is now accompanied by regional center/national 

services and households. These two additions to agriculture are the main fuel for the economy as 

industries such as mining are disappearing.   

A. Agribusiness 

 Agribusiness is one of the three largest direct basic economic drivers in Delta County 

(Table 5). A direct basic economic driver simply exports products or services outside the county 

and in return brings money into the local economy. Agriculture was the primary reason Delta 

County came into existence, creating a strong farming and ranching culture. Delta County 
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officials are already implementing plans to boost the economy centered around agribusiness. A 

large number of agricultural proprietors additionally add to the economy. The ratio of jobs to 

proprietors in only Delta’s agricultural industry is higher than the ratio of the state's total job to 

proprietor ratio (Table 3). Delta County’s revenue is strongly reliant on producers that are not 

officially businesses. This however can be positive or negative as the State demographer’s office 

has shown that agricultural proprietors were the first to start moving the economy again after the 

recession (Akers, 2016). Even during the recession, the agriculture industry has remained stable 

in the Delta economy making wine a great possible driver for agribusiness.  

B. Regional Center/National Services 

Regional Center and National Services have an important role in the Delta community 

and are a significant driver in the economy. The majority of work comes from Education and 

Health Services within Delta County. Retirees within the community largely contribute to this. 

The age gap is sizeable and is growing as well compared to the rest of the state (Table 2). The 

age gap is not caused by a baby boom within Delta, but more likely by an influx of retirees 

between the ages of 65-74 years old. Nearby Mesa County, which is known for strong health 

services, ends up receiving many of Delta's’ patients that need specialists. Delta’s hospital 

however does well serving the economy and is a driver as it is a relatively high employer and 

there is a market for it. The LQ, the comparison of employment of a certain industry to that of 

the state, for nursing and residential care/social assistance are both above 1 (Table 1). This shows 

that Delta has a higher ratio of healthcare jobs relative to the state. The pay of jobs in the 

healthcare industry is likely higher than many jobs, and it serves to stimulate the local economy 

more so as a result. The services here can improve within context to broadband and are 
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significant for the economy. However, we believe that the agriculture sector holds more weight 

and room for further expansion.   

C. Households 

Because Delta County is in close proximity to Mesa County, which is known for high 

quality health services, retirees have become the main demographic in Delta. Households as a 

whole contribute 36.60% of Delta’s economic activity and retirees alone contribute half, 18.85% 

(Table 5). The money saved by retirees as well as social security payments help continue 

spending for restaurants, grocery stores, entertainment and various other services. A percentage 

of household spending this high is common for non-metro areas. Compared to the 9% that the 

Denver Metro area produces, it is quite high. This means that Delta is highly dependent on the 

members who bring in money from outside the county.  

Rather than focusing on increasing retirees in Delta County, bringing in a younger 

demographic will increase further economic growth into the future. Data for age distribution 

shows Delta as a county with less middle-aged people and more elderly. The median age is 11 

years higher for Delta County compared to the state and is expected to rise still (Table 2). We see 

the wine industry as an avenue for growth within the household sector by also bringing in a 

significantly younger demographic that can contribute to the economy.  

III: Assets: 

Moving forward requires Delta to harvest the assets within the community that already 

equip the wine industry to be successful. Since Delta has a strong agribusiness sector and is in a 

prime geographic location the county is set up for growth in the wine industry. The wine industry 
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also fits into the plans established by the Delta County Economic Development and 

complements the image the county is trying to convey.  

A: Strong Agribusiness Sector 

Delta County officials are in the middle of rebranding their county in order to keep their 

economy alive; planning to implement several ideas in order to create this long-term goal. 

However, they are staying true to their core economic driver agribusiness and focusing on 

creating more profitable and sustainable enterprises. The most profitable and sustainable way of 

rebranding Delta County within agribusiness is through creating a niche wine industry. While 

agriculture has always been prevalent in Delta County and Colorado as a whole, wine is a 

relatively new submarket. Just as the craft brewing industry has exploded in Colorado, wine is 

following in similar footsteps. Wineries have also been established in nearby counties, making 

this industry a possible cluster, a concept later explained in the geographic location asset section.  

Because Delta County already has an established wine industry this allows them to maintain their 

agribusiness focus while increasing the potential moneymaker of this specific industry.  

Recent social trends are turning towards more organic and healthy lifestyles. Colorado, 

more specifically the western slope, is known for having rich soil for agriculture and producing 

high quality crops. An employee from Hartwell Estate Vineyards, a vineyard in Napa Valley, 

California, informed us that even though most wineries in Napa Valley try to be organic and not 

use genetically modified seeds or chemicals, most if not all are not entirely organic. This puts 

Delta County in a superior position to compete against California wineries due to Delta being 

able to use less to none genetically modified seeds or chemicals. If the social trend continues to 

grow towards more organic products, this gives potential for organic wineries in Delta County to 

increase prices profoundly.  
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Palisade, a nearby town known for wineries, periodically purchases grapes from Delta 

County in order to create variations in their wines. With increased focus on grape production 

Delta County could then increase their grape export to California. Due to the fact that Delta 

County does not have much competition surrounding them, grape and wine production is at a 

relatively low cost. From the low cost and competition plus the high quality of wine products in 

this region, prices could then be increased and margins widened. Broadband is a key factor in 

increasing exports due to logistics with ordering and shipping as well as online sales.  

B: Prime Geographic Location 

Delta County already has wineries and grape production established in the area. Due to 

Delta’s close proximity to Palisade, grape and wine production is relatively easy because of the 

cluster this creates. A cluster is a group of mutually reinforcing companies within a small 

geographical area. Being able to harness the already established wine infrastructure in Palisade 

will allow Delta to produce wine without as many of the expensive upfront costs of wine 

production. The more wine that comes out of the western slope the cheaper costs will become 

over time due to economies of scale. Clusters are not only comprised of reinforcing companies 

but also reinforcing entities such as research facilities. This area has support from nearby 

research institutions that have and could potentially boost production even further. The Western 

Colorado Research Center has two sites in nearby Grand Junction. It functions for various 

studies as well as, “for training students and interns in best winemaking and winery business 

practices” (College of Agricultural Sciences CSU, 2015). Even though these research entities 

have been established in the area for decades, their focus towards wine is relatively recent. 

Research has organically developed into the wine industry due to the growth and development of 
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wine production on the Western Slope. Their research and information provide valuable insight 

and knowledge for the wine industry as a whole in western Colorado. 

Delta County also has a comparative advantage in the price of grapes compared to 

California. While Delta’s grape crop may not be cheaper than the price of the average 

Californian grape crop, it’s cheaper than high end crops. Data for 2015 found that, “the average 

price per ton for Napa County grapes rose 6 percent to $4,328 per ton, the highest in the state” 

(NapaValleyRegister). Data from 2014-15 found that Colorado had an “Average price of 

$1,596/ton” (Annual Report Colorado Wine). If Delta can market its vineyards and establish 

itself as a higher quality manufacturer it could then increase prices. Broadband will be crucial to 

achieving this and allowing them to compete with California wineries.  

C: Converges with Current Economic Development Plans  

The Delta County Economic Development is committed to “Building a strong, resilient 

and vibrant economy for Delta County,” (DCED). The community is in the process of moving 

forward as well as rebranding their county in order to keep their economy alive. Economic 

development should be focused on, “the export oriented industries of agriculture, manufacturing, 

and tourism. Projects associated with this strategy must be transformative, changing the market 

dynamics and kick starting a virtuous cycle of development” (Better City, 2016). Some of their 

projects include, creating a nationally recognized Sustainable Agricultural Center of Excellence 

along with establishing a regional food hub. Delta is staying true to their core economic driver 

agribusiness. Specifically, from the Delta County Economic Development report in 2015, food 

manufacturing is, “working with local businesses involved with food manufacturing and 

processing and attracting additional food manufacturing companies to the county will improve 

the local economy” (Better City, 2016). With this food industry, the county wants to implement 
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organic and locally grown foods to partner with restaurants. Since the wine industry is already an 

asset in the community and some of the local wineries are among the oldest in Colorado, the 

potential here is strong. This could be a draw of tourism as well and a great impact on the local 

community. It also has more opportunities to possibly increase exports. The most profitable and 

sustainable way of rebranding Delta County within agribusiness is through creating a niche wine 

industry. This perfectly converges with the plans in place not only for the agricultural sector but 

for food manufacturing in general. The wine industry adds a unique advantage to Delta County, 

and grape and wine production can aid to help bring in tourism and increase exports of wines 

nationally.  

IV: Implications of Broadband  

“Pioneers get the arrows, the settlers get the land” (Weiler, 2000). This has always been 

the deep set fear of entrepreneurs in the early stages of business creation. The fear of creating a 

superb idea and working out the kinks only to be surpassed in market share and revenue by 

copying competitors inhibits many business start-ups. Specialty wines have become a niche 

market allowing this industry to possibly increase the depth of entrepreneurship in Delta County. 

By focusing on the niche wine market in Colorado, Delta County will be able to harness the 

34.6-billion-dollar value of wine, as of 2012 (Thilmany, 2006). Even though Delta County has 

low prices and high quality wine, they will still have to compete with hundreds of other wineries 

from California to France. For this reason, we are suggesting Delta County imitate a combination 

of strategies from other wineries across the world. One tactic that differentiates French and 

California vineyards and wineries are the implementation of their membership programs. 

Memberships for Napa Valley wineries cost almost double if not triple the price for the same 

amount of wine. This could be for many for reasons but the two explanations we have observed 
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are the name brand of Napa Valley and the increased discount California memberships give 

compared to Delta County.  

 Napa Valley is world renown for making superb wines at a high price point. Because 

Delta County is not yet on the radar for wine production, wines made in Delta are sold at a much 

lower price. The quality however is higher than most expect, despite the lower price tag. By 

continuing to sell wine at a decreased price point compared to Napa Valley wineries, Delta 

County will become well known for producing high quality wine at a lower price. Once brand 

recognition has occurred Delta County wineries can then increase prices and profit margins. In 

order to obtain brand loyalty extensive marketing must use and the most cost effective and 

applicable way for these smaller wineries to accomplish this is through online advertising. With 

the implementation of broadband in Delta County wineries could then promote their vineyards 

more efficiently and to a broader market. A representative from Hartwell Estate Vineyards stated 

that most of their sales come in the form of online orders (Representative, H. E. 2016). 

Currently, the slow broadband speeds in Delta County are inhibiting online orders leading to the 

second explanation of lower discounts for members of Delta wineries versus California wineries. 

Simply because the wineries in California have economies of scale and better brand loyalty they 

are capable of giving larger discounts for members due to the increased volume of sales. Relating 

back to marketing, by implementing broadband in Delta County smaller wineries can then 

promote special deals that will increase sales volume allowing larger discounts to members. 

Once these superior discounts are given Delta County will then be able to compete on a more 

level playing field with other wineries. Although, without the implementation of broadband in 

Delta County, brand loyalty and membership programs will not be able to compete with rival 

wineries and vineyards. 
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Proprietors will also benefit from the availability of broadband. The internet is crucial for 

entrepreneurs who cannot afford to pay for marketing. Fast broadband can keep individuals 

competitive among the market by allowing them to spread their product and build a brand. It 

even can build businesses and help partnerships form. Implementation of broadband will allow 

proprietors to sell more products quickly and efficiently. It can help them find new markets much 

faster than previously as well. Broadband has the potential to make big changes for Delta 

County. 

V: Conclusion 

 Delta’s future as a county has high potential for growth and innovation. Specifically, the 

wine industry in Delta County is poised to take off. While several key sectors are driving their 

economy currently, agribusiness stands out as a sustainable promoter of growth for the economy. 

Their assets consist of agribusiness, a prime geographic location, and the county itself is already 

working towards rebranding itself and has plans in place. With broadband implementation in the 

community, Delta County will thrive and get the support necessary for the agribusiness sector to 

grow. More precisely, the wine industry will be able to use this support for many aspects of their 

business including sales, exports, manufacturing, and tourism. Delta County aspires to be a 

progressive community that attracts local industries in order to rebrand themselves in a new 

direction. This direction is no longer focused on the retirees the area often has brought in, but on 

attracting a younger generation that will fuel the county in years to come. By implementing 

broadband, this new look for Delta County can be achieved.   
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